Ilaria Vinci’s practice explores what she dubs The Zone of Fantasy: the area in the human psyche where self-awareness and world-awareness
meet and blur. The Z.O.F is illusory and personal, but becomes visible and collective through the products of the entertainment industry,
cinema and advertising, where a transfigured reality is offered to the viewer as a possibility.
Emblematic of the Z.O.F is, for example, the heterotopic space of the Theme Park. In this paradoxical made-up site commercial recreation and
the utopia of an inclusive world are embodied in the prop of an alien selling ice cream in the dominating languages of the globalized world.
Billboards, food, psychedelia, cheap souvenirs and illustrations for children’s books are some of the references appearing in her work. Animals
are often used due to their allegoric qualities, while signs and signal lights help the viewer navigate trough this hallucinatory experience.

Born in 1991, Cisternino, Italy
Lives and works in Zurich

CONTACTS
vincilaria@gmail.com
ilariavinci.com
+41 78 30 23 133
+39 34 91 6 8 53 39
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Installation view, Phoenix Philosophy Café, Cabaret Voltaire, 2022

Photo: Philipp Hänger

For «Phoenix Philosophy Café» Ilaria Vinci took as her starting point a particular type
of fireplace that has its origin in the south of Italy in the beginning of 1900: A kind of
living alcove where people gather, share stories, debate, eat, drink, or play together.
The partially burnt furniture, which the artist created through skillful paint effects,
underline the reference to the fireplace. Kept in shades of gray, the tables and chairs
however seem slightly removed, as if from an old black-and-white film. In complete
contrast with the colorful flickering flames in the background - reminiscent of Tiffany
lamps and alluding to a grand café atmosphere- and the digital aesthetic of the brick
pillows. Both the fireplace and the café are places of encounter and exchange, with fire
having a special aesthetic and social power.
In addition to the fact that the exhibition is also a bar, Vinci‘s interventions extend into
other areas of the operation. The performance «When Darkness», to be understood as
part of the exhibition, consists of a live sound piece by Rafal Skoczek and Jamira Estrada,
which will remain the soundtrack to the exhibition, together with a dance performance
by the amatorial teenage dance group “Stay Kids”, with costumes by Ronja Varonier.
The exhibition also includes the cocktail «Smoky Tear», a smoky drink with smoke
bubbles, and soirees and various activations: readings, a joint chess game and a strange
movie nights are planned for the coming months.
Salome Hohl

Forniture: Universal Loneliness, 2022
Second hand furniture, mixed media, dimensions variable
Nest painting: Infinitely, 2022
acrylic paint on mdf, 143x 180 cm
Pillows: Wherever you go, there you are, 2022
sublimation printing on satin , 80x40x 7 cm (big),
35x35x7 cm (small)
(In the next page) Lamps: When Darkness, 2021
plexiglass, glass painting, smart led lightbulb , dimensions variable

Installation view, Iris IV - Our Last Best Hope, Plymouth Rock, Zurich, Switzerland, 2021

Iris is a hero type in an epic franchise, the absent main character of a double saga
exhibition between my space and Longtang’s. In the giant diorama here, part toy / part
stage, she researches. Books are piled high to the cosmos, an icy desert globe spotted
with desirable seas sits center and a collection of extraterrestrial vehicles are preserved
in giant glass jugs. Impossible bottles have been curios in wonder cabinets for centuries,
but it wasn’t until civilization started mass producing waste, glass included, that the
ship in the bottle became a classic of vernacular creativity. The work of Ilaria Vinci, in
pieces and wholes, is technical, sweeping in scale and concept and anchored by a belief
in the power of truths hidden out in the open. It’s become a cliche that our last decades
lean towards science fiction and fantasy. But hasn’t it always been true? The hopeful
mirror we create in our own image? In Vinci’s compositions that place entertainment
and literature and advertising and our known universe into a blender she speaks to
honest realities of possibilities. There is a deep optimism in depicting any far future.
Iris, unseen but hovering, surely acts as an alter ego for the artist and as a selectable
avatar for the rest of us visiting these visual games. A place where knowledge is collected
and stored and saved is our last best hope. The portal will take you to Mind Gamer.
Mitchell Anderson

Panels: This window is my sky, this room my world, 2021

Wood panels, airbrush painting, fiberglass, 4 panels (221 x
220 cm each)
Globe: A delicate system (Fortuna J5), 2021
mixed media on globe, 100 x 65 x 65 cm

Detail: A beating of giant wings (Viper MK VII), 2021
Glass jar, mixed media 55 x 25 x 25 cm

(In the next page) Impossible Bottle: A beating of giant wings
(Narcissus), 2021
Glass jar, mixed media 55 x 25 x 25 cm

Detail: A beating of giant wings (Worker bee), 2021
Glass jar, mixed media, 65 x 35 x 35 cm

27th Nov .495

Hi,
I got back to you just now that your exhibition has already passed as I try to write about
it in this text. You asked me to think about the hero’s role and it immediately came to
mind an RPG game I’m currently playing called Omori. Omori is both the game’s name
and how the main character’s called. Among Omori’s friends, there’s a little boy called
Hero. Up to the point where I’m at right now, Hero hasn’t done anything important yet,
but he’s already very much admired by his friends. Omori, on the other hand, has already
killed himself twice.
Following your suggestion regarding imagining what a hero does when he’s not being
a hero and aiming at analyzing the two characters in the game, I must accept what
the creators of the game wanted to say. Of course, I’m not striving to give a definitive
interpretation and whatever I say will be acceptable only according to my personal
analysis, but the game is beautiful and, as far as I can tell, right.
Omori is the protagonist and he’s the one you can move around. After a few scenes,
you can rename his mental alter ago as you please and without thinking about it too
much I chose my own nickname: Ale. According to what is accessible to know, Hero’s
the hero. That’s his name, after all. This allows us to look at Omori like the hero that is
operating while keeping his own privacy, with more precision and attention, and in the
confinements of his mind. We could also assume that his journey is leading him to be
the hero, or better yet, that he’s already the hero but that he’s focusing way more than
Hero on maintaining his role while simultaneously trying to make his heroic gestures
bleed into everyday life through battles both against himself and against his various
emotional states. These battles, whether he did win them or lose them, give back to him
new emotional states to which he needs to respond to, going with the flow or opposing
them. Suffice it to say that one of his battle skills is reading a poem in a saddened tone or,
if the challenge is right, deploying quick and easy relaxation techniques.
Often throughout the game, Omori needs to stab himself in order to regain control over
his emotions. This act takes him back to his real life, to the home he was living in with his
mother. I think that both levels in which Omori/Ale exists are intimate and private and
both portray his own way to be a hero. This nuance struck me because it made me think
about another kind of hero, a new and different kind that’s not in the game but whose
existence is easily grasped, especially in our human reality.

Maybe it’s something I can grasp because it matches with a fundamental ideal at the basis
of my psychology, that is the fear of not being a hero. For example, if I say something like
“that artist is one of my heroes” maybe I’m trying to align myself with him and to get
across that he’s an artist I admire.
The insecurity of believing of not being a hero worthy of this attribute leads one to seek
comfort in the obstacles he’s creating, sometimes in order to consciously seek out his
own failures and plotting his own unsuccess. This way, “our hero”, fully aware of the
challenges he must overcome, leaves on his trail all the ways he’s sabotaging himself with
making his journey way more difficult than it has to be and encountering only his own
defeat. This goes for the heroic ideal, of course, that needs to be summoned and received
according to one’s merits, not one’s victories.
So one might think that we can just live heroically but I think, on the other hand, that the
hero today, or better yet, the most perfect individual, should try not to live heroically and
try to not live at all, even. Maybe even ending up getting bored of heroes from both the
past and the future, internalizing sci-fi and fantasy works of art, enjoying them without
limits arriving at the battle ground with a powerful and mighty Viper from Battlestar
Galactica, in a universe where all heroes are human made.
Alessandro Carano

Istallation view, Iris IV - Mind Gamer, Longtang, Zurich, 2021

Photos: Flavio Karrer

Curtain: “Catch you lucky star!”, 2021
Printed fabric, 275 x 450 cm
Head platform: Divided Minds,2021
Acrylic on wood, 200 x 300 cm
(In the next page) Wall Painting: In my mind, in my head (Klingon)
Metallic paint, dimensions variable

Dessert: Further and faster through your soul, 2021
Mixed media, 23 x 23 x 45 cm

There you are, Iris!
It’s been a while. I guess you are still figuring out how to handle the portal without
getting those migraine attacks with aura. I beg you to follow my advice, so you wouldn‘t
need to wonder about these splashy and bobbly auratic lights again and again.
Anyway, now you‘re here, in your mind map, and ready to face a new challenge. Let‘s
just hope it goes better than last time. You know: sometimes you win and sometimes
you learn.
I don‘t need to explain what this level offers you. Last time you lost miserably and I think
it was enough of a lesson to make you understand that maybe you shouldn‘t start again
from the Vulnerability challenge. So? Which one are you thinking of starting with?
Integrity or Resilience? The choice is yours. But come what may, you‘ll grow. It‘s useless
to huff and puff – you know it‘s your turn! Besides, you chose it, didn‘t you?
You’re at level seven, you can’t give up yet, you have a lot to learn to reach level thirty.
Counting these three rings of challenge, you still have fifty-four more to go. You know
that it can‘t always go well, so you just have to accept your weaknesses and use your
strengths. So, try to stop with the lame muffins and aim for the best rewards for once.
I knew it, you got tired of hearing me talk and couldn‘t wait to get started.
So this time you chose Integrity, great choice. Just remember…Come on little Iris, keep
fighting, concentrate and use all your efforts without ever giving up. This time you will
get closer to the key and soon you will be one step away from becoming Queen. I believe
in you.
Raffaele Vinci

Door: Reveal yourself, release yourself , 2021
Wall paint, dimensions variable

Istallation view, Iris IV - Mind Gamer, Longtang, Zurich, 2021

A Great Cosmic Joke with No Punchline, 2021

Inkjet print on blueback paper, 84,1 x 59,4 cm

Since August 2021, the Italian artist Ilaria Vinci has been occupying the outdoor space
of St.Gallen in collaboration with the Kunst Halle.
Under the title A Great Cosmic Joke with No Punchline, six different, yet coherent
pictorial landscapes are continuously installed on the city’s cultural advertising columns.
On the one hand, the works occupy advertising space and, on the other, open up insights
into individual as well as collective fantasy worlds to passers-by. In the process, the
public space as exhibition space takes over the function of the museum and at the same
time eludes institutional conditions. The artworks become ephemeral, everyday and
accessible to all.
Kunsthalle Sank Gallen

Istallation view, Kunststipendien der Stadt Zürich, Helmhaus, Zurich, 2021; work: Schön ist die Welt (Backbones of Eternity), 2021

Photos: Zoe Tempest and Flavio Karrer

Secret Diary: Schön ist die Welt (Buried Secrets), 2021, C-print on adhesive PVC, 295 x 172 cm
Film: Schön ist die Welt (Secret 1: They do it without moving), 2021, C-print on semi-rigid
clear plastic, dimensions variable
Analog camera: Schön ist die Welt (Secret 2: Her Old Self), 2021, fiberglass and spray paint,
110 x 150 x 35 cm

The installation Schön ist die Welt (Backbones of Eternity) springs from the history of
the Helmhaus area, which dates back to 1253, and from the fact that today the place is
- among other things - a busy passage for tourists. How many stories have taken place
under the portico in front of the Helmhaus entrance? Written from the perspective of
the Helmhaus architecture, they were collected by Vinci in a nostalgic fictional diary - it
describes the observations from the perspective of the building, including the secrets
and experiences of the passers-by. Divided into categories, they are portrayed in the film.
By showing photographic negatives instead of developed images, the film highlights the
active role of architecture as observer: the building is no longer passively seen in the
background, but is itself photographer, author and narrator.
Eva Vögtli, Gianna Rovere , Hannah Grüninger

Installation view, Badly Buried, Fondazione Sandretto Re Rebaudengo, Guarene, Italy, 2021

“ [...] And now here I am, in my little house of leaves, preparing my backpack for when I
rise in just three hours. They told me to bring two sets of each piece of clothing because,
in the cave, you get wet and completely covered in white slime. I undress, clean my wings
from the remnants of smelly champagne, and get in my walnut bed, naked. [...]”
You are invited to the bathroom of a lonely pixie. Her name is Aira. With her melted
body and walnut cocoon, she is different from the other pixies. Exhausted by the party
crowd of elves and others, Aira goes home to rest, while high on Ecstasy—narratives are
rendered subjective, history is man-made.
The ground hides a lot below its surface, including magical stories that are hard to
believe. Ask me no more if east or west, the phoenix builds her spicy nest (2021) extends
to the architectural space of Palazzo Re Rebaudengo. Creating unexpected encounters
for the audience in the space, these phoenix footprint bring fantasy into the Palazzo,
opening doors between worlds that allow the phoenix to roam freely while remaining
out of sight.
Naz Cuguoĝlu, Jade Barget, Alice Sarmiento

(In the previous page) Footprints: Ask me no more if east or west, the phoenix builds her

spicy nest, 2021
Resin, fertilized soil, Etna ash, dimensions variable

(In the previous page) Wallnut hottube: Knock just in case of good suggestions or real

emergency, 2020
fibreglass and spray paint, 120 x 70 x 75 cm

Elvish wall painting: In my mind in my head (4), (5), (6), 2021
metallic paint, dimensions variable
(In the next page) Billboard: Someone kept going, deeper and deeper, 2021
Inkjet print on blueback, 51x 42 cm

Istallation view, Badly Buried, Fondazione Sandretto Re Rebaudengo, Guarene, Italy, 2021

Installation view, Period S01E02, Longtang, Zurich, 2021
Photos: Flavio Karrer

And nothing but the truths (130%), 2021
plaster, enamel, resin, tea leaves, Ø 34 x 22 cm

Installation view, On the Brink of Forever, Im Grafenhag, Zurich, 2021
Photos: Simon Javed

Emotionally Unavailable (+999), 2021
ball-pen on c-print, silky wallcover textile, 59 x 48 x 9 cm

Installation view, Woshbourg, Curated by Urban Zellweger, Weiss
Falk, Basel, 2020

A strange moment of self evaluation… We have met before, on
another star, 2020
Airbrushing on wood, 90 × 77 × 19 cm

Istallation view, Woshbourg, Weiss Falk, Basel, 2020; Work: Ilaria Vinci, Key of Success, 2020, fibreglass and spray paint, 55 x 25 x 5 cm

Photos: Flavio Karrer

Istallation view, 120% Fairy Challenge, Galerie pcp, Paris, 2020

Photos: Margot Montigny

We all have a dungeon, 2020
fibreglass and spray paint, 130 x 120 x 25 (moon); 70x70x 5 (sun)
Key of Success, 2020
fibreglass and spray paint, 55 x 25 x 5 cm

Knock just in case of good suggestions or real emergency, 2020
fibreglass and spray paint, 120 x 70 x 75
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Elvish wall painting: In my mind in my head (1), (2), (3), 2020
acrylic paint, dimensions variable
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(In the next page) No box: Breaking the habits, 2020
fibreglass and spray paint, 59 x 49 x 15 cm

when i ran to catch you, you disappeared

l say both no and yes.
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the good suggestion i never followed - decide - commit - resolve - i will not say:
do not weep; for not all tears are an evil
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go not to the trees for counsel, for they will say both no and yes.
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anxiety is time gone wrong
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Istallation view, 120% Fairy Challenge, Galerie pcp, Paris, 2020
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the good suggestion i never followed - decide - commit - resolve - i will not say:
do not weep; for not all tears are an evil

self knowledge = self mastery
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have theme days
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it doesn’t matter if you knew it or not
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trigger -behaviour - reward
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i just need a mindful minute right now
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attention energize, intention transform
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Don’t forget the…
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when i ran to catch you, you disappeared

Il ne faut plus changer de point de vue car l’anamorphose est devenue un effet spécial
amorphe. Elle ne fait rien, ne bouge pas, amorphe quoi!
Depuis “I can, you can, we can” l’oisif est devenu inacceptable; pas seulement pour le
spectateur mais aussi pour l’objet en considération. Je fais, alors tu fais et le rien faire
n’est qu’une attitude commercialisable. Nous avons donc pris l’habitude de préparer nos
visites dans ces mondes illusoires, pour rencontrer les créatures visionnés au préalable,
tout en exigeant que nos séjours contiennent une découverte (intense et raffinée,
vulgaire et brutale au choix et selon l’humeur). Notre retour dans ces mondes à thèmes
est fortement encouragé car l’homme est aussi routinier ici.
En tapant “elvish” sur internet on me propose des sites de traduction en premier mais
j’imagine que ce n’est pas pour pouvoir écouter et comprendre mais plutôt pour mettre
nos mots dans les bouches de ces créatures. Il faut bien qu’elles sachent écrire des lettres
de motivations, des candidatures, des propositions! La vita activa a atteint les lutins et
leur vie est devenu aussi pénible. Le baignoire semble ici pour l’elfe aussi peu relaxant
que si je me pose sur une terrasse à Disneyland. C’est du gaspillage de temps car le songe
au succès n’a plus rien de rêveur. Nous tous, toujours incapables de résoudre pourquoi
le meilleur tour de magie est considéré celui qui fait disparaître alors qu’il semble déjà
traumatique pour un enfant de perdre son jouet. La question en jeu porte mentionne
spéciale: as-tu déjà dit Non au lieu de t’enfuir? Ilaria Vinci déconseille fortement de
“revenir” car ce qu’elle rend évident ici c’est que nous ne sommes jamais vraiment partis.
Miriam Laura Leonardi

Istallation view, 120% Fairy Challenge, Galerie pcp, Paris, 2020

Photos: Margot Montigny

Insect:
The firefly, 2020
fibreglass, steel, led signal beacon and spray paint, 65x 50 x 30 cm
https://vimeo.com/490825161

Leaf:
In one thing you have not change, you still speak in riddles, 2020
aluminium and spray paint, 120 x 52 x 32 cm
Istallation view, 120% Fairy Challenge, Galerie pcp, Paris, 2020

Istallation view of Sunday Was Already Today, co-curated by WallStreet & WallRiss, WallStreet, Fribourg , 2020

Photos: Guillaume Python

Daisy crown: Who profaned our silent shade?, 2020
daisies, wax, dimensions variable
Hanging pennant chain: Just in time to be late, 2020, paper, ribbon,
dimensions variable
Flute: And words. They are not in my dictionary, 2020
Bamboo, ivy, forged iron nail, 51 x 150 x 10 cm
Tea cup ride: Memory! Free them, free them, free the fireflies,
2020, mixed media, 115 x 77 x 138 cm

At WallStreet, the staging freezes a dynamic of repetition. In Ilaria Vinci’s work, the
carnivalesque and folkloric repertory is turned on its head, taking away all pretensions
of procession and rite and turning them as a set of props for operations that require
constant reenactments, waiting to be seized or for a customer to enter the carousel.
These personal and subversive codes of emancipation therefore demand to be used, but
the user guide remains absent: props, a stage and actors, but no script.
In both halls, the environment becomes oppressive, promising symbolic forms of escape
that nevertheless never achieve a real flight. The narrative set up at WallStreet explores
identity in the face of these environments and the roles of powers within an attitude
of voluntary passivity. The characters in these environments create so many images of
the self that evades subjective agency, comporting body and psyche to the codes of an
imposing environment.
How then to turn the self-imposed environment upside down as conditioning? In Ilaria
Vinci’s work, the staging seeks precisely to make the spectators aware that freedom and
self-control is first and foremost a self-projection, a constructed image of oneself. The
atmosphere of desire and anxiety that permeates the spaces then makes it possible to
insist on forces that creep in and seek to create spaces of dependency, to better propose
solutions that do not quite solve them.
Paolo Baggi

She is right, our sister (blueberry), 2020, fiberglass resin and spraypaint, 37 × 38 × 7 cm

Photos: Flavio Karrer

Istallation view, Whispering Walls, Last Tango, Zurich, 2020; Works: Plaisir de Recevoir, 2019, leather pyrography, forged iron nail, dimensions variable

Photos: Kilian Bannwart

Istallation view, Cafe Spit, curated by Will Benedict, Galerie PCP, Paris, 2019

In Ilaria Vinci’s Plaisir de Recevoir (2020) the image meets language. We are welcomed
to the “Nut House”, a derogative slang term for the mental asylum.
With its ambivalent symbolisms, the home can be a haven to gather energies, be safe and
intimate, though can potentially also be a site of uncertainty, negative thought, disorder,
hiding or seclusion.
The word “welcome” is written in six different languages, a whimsical merriment of a
clichéd expression suggesting vacant hospitality. The title “Plaisir de Recevoir” is French
for “joy of receiving” and brings to mind tact. Tact with its connection to sense and
sensitivity has been historically considered a “feminine” power. The not-so-pleasurable
19th century “Cult of Domesticity” prevalent in the U.S. and the U.K. identified the
home as the woman’s “proper sphere.” It was a protestant white bourgeois conservative
view whereupon “true women” were supposed to possess four cardinal virtues: piety,
purity, domesticity, and submissiveness.
Linda Jensen

Installation view, Hope Springs Eternal, L23 Recidency, Zurich, 2020
Photos: Max Ehrengruber

Ask me no more if east or west, the Phoenix builds her spicy
nest, 2020
fertilized soil, Vesuvio ash, acrylic paint, dimensions variable

ACHTUNG! (You Will Never Walk Alone), 2019
mixed media, flashing signal light, 120 x115 x 5 cm

Istallation view, Voi rubate del tempo alla fretta, a noi il mare ci
impone lentezza, Hypermaremma, Ansedonia, 2019

Istallation view, ZHdK Radikals, ZHdK, Zurich, 2019

ACHTUNG! ACHTUNG! ALAAARM!, 2019
mixed media, rotating signal light, 120 x115 x 5 cm

Tired of the usual forms of entertainment? Looking for a new diversion?, 2020
inkjet print on blue-back paper, 138 x 100 cm

Istallation view 120% Fairy Challenge, Galerie pcp, Paris, 2020

Tired of the usual forms of entertainment? Looking for a new diversion?, 2019
inkjet print on blue-back paper, 138 x 100 cm

Istallation view, FORMAT MONDIAL, Artemis Fontana, Paris, 2019

Istallation view, Tonight stay in (sin), 2019 - a collaborative work with Joshua Hopping, curated by Alberta Romano at CASTRO, Rome, 2019

“In Tired of the usual forms of entertainment? Looking for a new diversion?” series Ilaria
Vinci examines a similar heterotopic space that fuses together collective memory and
personal fantasy.
The print uses clear visual language to frame and layer the image with motifs of longing
that seduce us with the idea of a utopian world - the animals in close-up representing
our society whilst the backdrop seems to epitomize the infinity of our desires. This
conventionally charged imagery evokes prescribed notions of what we want or who we
wish to be. Vinci navigates this distorted realities by semiotically stripping down how we
construe meaning and confronting us with an uncanny representation of just that.
Julia Hegi and Antonia Truninger

Tired of the usual forms of entertainment? Looking for a new diversion? (Tonight stay in), 2017
Inkjet print on blue-back paper, dimensions variable

Istallation view, Tutto Subito Possibilmente Due Volte, No Conformism, Lausanne, 2017
Photos: Julien Gremaud

Capsula magica, 2017, mixed media, Ø 105 x 165 cm; Hope I make it out of here, 2017, inkjet print on blueback paper, 4 x 1,70 m - Installation view, ÉCAL degree show, ÉLAC, Lausanne , 2017

NO DESTINATION, JUST INFINITE POSSIBILITIES, 2018
printed PVC sticker, 210 x 87 cm

Installation view, LE ORE PICCOLE, Dienstgebäude, Zurich, 2018

The Remedy for Everything but Death, 2017, Ø 120 x 20 cm, mixed media - Installation view,GIORNALI TABACCHI LOTTERIA, Armada, Milan, 2017

Photos: Alessandro Zambianchi

https://www.armadamilano.com/audio/magia_magia_vinci.mp3
Soundcloud link: Magia Magia, 2017
A fictional hotline obtained using the voice of a famous youtube-illusionist from Rome
4 channel sound installation, 34’11’’ (loop)
On the left: AMORE 20%, 2017
Scan of a prediction dispensed from a Mouth of Truth replica. The five different predictions
were used in the show as press release
inkjet print on paper, dimensions variable
Down : The Remedy for Everything but Death, 2017
mixed media, 120 Ø x 152 cm

Installation view, GIORNALI TABACCHI LOTTERIA, Armada, Milan, 2017

On the right: The Remedy for Everything but Death, 2017
mixed media,120 Ø x 25cm

Down: The Remedy for Everything but Death, 2017 (detail)
mixed media, 120 Ø x 32cm

